We calculate the massive Wilson coefficients for the heavy flavor contributions to the non-singlet charged current deep-inelastic scattering structure functions
Introduction
The flavor non-singlet charged current structure functions F
2 ) can be measured in deep-inelastic neutrino(antineutrino)-nucleon scattering and in high energy charged leptonnucleon scattering in ep or µp collisions. They are associated with the well-known unpolarized Bjorken sum rule [1] and Adler sum rule [2] by their first moment, the former of which can be used for QCD tests measuring the strong coupling constant a s = α s /(4π) = g 2 s /(4π) 2 . These structure functions also allow for an associated determination of the valence quark distributions of the nucleon. The massless contributions to these combinations of structure functions have been calculated recently to 3-loop order [3] . In the present paper we compute the asymptotic heavy flavor corrections to these flavor non-singlet structure functions in the region Q 2 m 2 to the same order, with m the heavy quark mass and Q 2 the virtuality of the process, and present numerical results in the case of charm quark contributions.
The massless and massive QCD corrections at first order in the coupling constant have been computed in Refs. [4] [5] [6] [7] 1 and in Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] to O(a 2 s ) 2 . The massive O(a 2 s ) corrections were calculated in the asymptotic representation [14] , which is valid at high scales Q 2 . To obtain an estimate of the range of validity, one may perform an O(a s ) comparison with the complete result for the process of single heavy quark excitation [6, 7] . Likewise, a comparison is possible for the O(a 2 s ) corrections, which were given in complete form in Ref. [15] for the Wilson coefficient with the gauge boson coupling to the massless fermions and assuming an approximation for the Cabibbo-suppressed flavor excitation term s → c, where the additional charm quark in the final state has been dealt with as being massless.
The charged current scattering cross sections are given by [16, 17] dσ ν(ν)
(1.1)
(1.2)
where x = Q 2 /ys and y = q.P/l.P denote the Bjorken variables, l and P are the incoming lepton and nucleon 4-momenta, and s = (l + P ) 2 . G F is the Fermi constant and M W the mass of the W -boson. F
2 ) are the structure functions, where the +(−) signs refer to incoming neutrinos (antineutrinos) and charged antileptons (leptons), respectively. We will consider the combination of structure functions
in the following. The longitudinal structure function is obtained by
The combinations (1.3) can be measured projecting onto the kinematic factor Y + = 1 + (1 − y) , has been outlined in Refs. [12, 14, 18] . They are composed of the massive non-singlet operator matrix elements (OMEs) [19] and the massless Wilson coefficients [3] up to 3-loop order. The following representation of the structure functions is obtained , see Sections 2 and 3. The coefficients V ij are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) [20, 21] matrix elements, where V u = |V du | 2 + |V su | 2 , and the present numerical values are [22] 
(1.9)
In the following we will consider only the charm quark corrections with m ≡ m c the charm quark mass in the on-shell scheme. The transformation to the MS scheme has been given in Ref. [19] . We note that the 3-loop asymptotic charm quark corrections to the combination of structure functions xF
2 ) have been calculated in Ref. [23] and related corrections to the twist-2 contributions of the polarized structure functions g 1,2 (x, Q 2 ) in Ref. [24] . A series of asymptotic 3-loop heavy flavor Wilson coefficients have also been calculated for neutral current scattering along with the transition matrix elements in the variable flavor number scheme, see Refs. [25] for recent surveys.
The Structure Function
The massive Wilson coefficients depend on the logarithms
Here µ denotes the factorization scale. For the Wilson coefficients in Mellin N space we consider the following series in the strong coupling constant
2)
3)
In the following we drop the arguments of the nested harmonic sums [26] and harmonic polylogarithms [27] by defining S a (N ) ≡ S a and
in Mellin N space are given by
q,L (N F ) is the 3-loop massless contribution, cf. [3] . The color factors in the case of QCD are C A = N c = 3, C F = (N 2 c − 1)/(2N c ), T F = 1/2, N c = 3 and N F denotes the number of massless flavors. Except forĉ (3) q,L (N F ), the Wilson coefficient is expressed by harmonic sums up to weight w=3. The polynomials P i above read
By performing a Mellin inversion, the corresponding representation in x space is obtained, which reads 
Here ζ k , k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, are the values of the Riemann ζ function at integer argument. Except
q,L (N F ), the Wilson coefficient is expressed by weighted harmonic polylogarithms of up to weight w=3.
The contribution of the massive Wilson coefficient H q,L is found by combining the massless
Eq. (1.4) provides the relation to the Wilson coefficients of the structure function
in Mellin N space reads 
q,2 (N F ) is obtained from the 3-loop massless Wilson coefficient Ref. [3] . Except forĉ (3) q,2 (N F ), the Wilson coefficient is expressed by harmonic sums up to weight w=5. The polynomials in the equation above are defined as follows 
Here the constant B 4 is given by
By performing the Mellin inversion to x-space one obtains 
27(x + 1) Here the +-prescription is defined by
The contribution of the massive Wilson coefficient H q,2 is found by combining the massless Wilson coefficient C q,2 and L q,2 by
Except for c
q,2 (N F ), the Wilson coefficients are expressed by up to weight w=4 harmonic polylogarithms. Note the emergence of a denominator 1/ (1 − x) 2 , cf. [19] , which is properly regularized by its numerator function in the limit x → 1. We note that we have applied the shuffle algebra, cf. [28] , which leads to a reduction of the number of harmonic polylogarithms compared to the linear representation, making the numerical evaluation faster.
Numerical Results
In the following we illustrate the asymptotic charm corrections up to 3-loop order to the charged current non-singlet combinations F
2 ) choosing the renormalization and factorization scales µ 2 = Q 2 . First we consider the behaviour of the corrections at small and large values of the Bjorken variable x. For those of the massless 3-loop Wilson coefficients see [3] . The limiting behaviour for the two contributing functions L
(N F + 1) are the same, see also [15] . For the 3-loop contributions, yet for general values of µ 2 , at low values of x one has
and at large x
Below we plot the heavy flavor contribution to the structure function F
2 ) for the quark mass m c = 1.59 GeV in the on-shell scheme [29] and the scales Q 2 = µ 2 = 10, 100, 1000 GeV 2 for the complete structure function, including the massive and massless terms. 
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Figure 2:
The ratio of massive contributions to the structure function xF
2 ) over the complete structure function for Q 2 = 10 GeV 2 , containing the 3-loop corrections including the asymptotic corrections for charm using m OMS c = 1.59 GeV and the PDFs [30] . For the dash-dotted line, asymptotic corrections at three loops and the complete heavy flavor contributions up to O(a 2 s ) [15] are taken into account.
In Figure 1 the scale evolution of the structure function xF
2 ) is shown in the range Q 2 ∈ [10, 1000] GeV 2 , including the asymptotic charm quark corrections to 3-loop order. The ratio of massive contributions to the structure function xF
(F
2 ) over the complete structure function for Q 2 = 100 GeV 2 , containing the 3-loop corrections including the asymptotic corrections for charm using m OMS c = 1.59 GeV and the PDFs [30] . For the dash-dotted line, asymptotic corrections at three loops and the complete heavy flavor contributions up to O(a 2 s ) [15] are taken into account. 
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Figure 4:
2 ) over the complete structure function for Q 2 = 1000 GeV 2 , containing the 3-loop corrections including the asymptotic corrections for charm using m OMS c = 1.59 GeV and the PDFs [30] . For the dash-dotted line, asymptotic corrections at three loops and the complete heavy flavor contributions up to O(a 2 s ) [15] are taken into account.
Here and in the following we refer to the parton distribution functions [30] . As typical for nonsinglet contributions, the profile is shifted from larger to smaller values of x with growing values of Q 2 . However, the effects are much smaller than in the singlet case. As it is well known, the validity of the asymptotic charm quark corrections in the case of F L (x, Q 2 ), and therefore for F 2 and in part for xF 1 , is setting in at higher scales only due to the F L contribution, for details see [14] . We will discuss these aspects in the following figures for xF 1 and F 2 .
In Figure 2 the corrections to xF [15] , showing deviations in the range x > ∼ 10 −2 , while below there is exact agreement. The latter effect is due to the sufficiently large W 2 = Q 2 (1−x)/x values through which the heavy quarks are made effectively massless for this structure function even at this low scale of Q 2 . The charm quark corrections for xF
vary in a range of −8% to ∼ 0%, depending on x, with a maximal relative contribution around x ∼ 3 · 10 −2 . Figure 3 shows that at Q 2 = 100 GeV 2 the asymptotic corrections agree also in the case where we include the power corrections to larger values of x ∼ 0.3 and for Q 2 = 1000 GeV 2 , Figure 4 , the agreement is obtained in the whole x range.
We turn now to the numerical illustration of the structure function F
. In Figure 5 we show the scaling violations of F
2 ) in the region Q 2 ∈ [10, 1000] GeV 2 , shifting the profile to lower values of x with growing virtualities Q 2 . Figure 6 shows the contributions to F 
2 ), containing the 3-loop corrections including the asymptotic corrections for charm using m OMS c = 1.59 GeV and the PDFs [30] .
Again the relative charm quark corrections vary in the range [−8%, ∼ 0%]. As shown in Figure 7 , the asymptotic corrections agree with the case where the power corrections are included, except for a small range at very large x values at Q 2 = 100 GeV 2 . Finally, this effect disappears for Q 2 = 1000 GeV 2 , see Figure 8 . 
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2 ) over the complete structure function for Q 2 = 10 GeV 2 , containing the 3-loop corrections including the asymptotic corrections for charm using m OMS c = 1.59 GeV and the PDFs [30] . For the dash-dotted line, asymptotic corrections at three loops and the complete heavy flavor contributions up to O(a 2 s ) [15] are taken into account. The ratio of massive contributions to the structure function F
2 ) over the complete structure function for Q 2 = 1000 GeV 2 , containing the 3-loop corrections including the asymptotic corrections for charm using m OMS c = 1.59 GeV and the PDFs [30] . For the dash-dotted line, asymptotic corrections at three loops and the complete heavy flavor contributions up to O(a
The Sum Rules
For the combination of the charged current structure functions being considered here, there exist sum rules arising from the lowest Mellin moment. In the case of F
2 ), one obtains the Adler sum rule [2] and for F W + −W − 1 (x, Q 2 ) the unpolarized Bjorken sum rule [1] , for which also the target mass corrections have to be considered, cf. [15] .
The Adler sum rule states for three massless flavors. Here θ c denotes the Cabibbo angle [20] . The integral (5.1) neither receives QCD nor quark-or target mass corrections [17] , cf. also [31, 32] . Up to 2-loop order the vanishing of the heavy quark corrections has been shown in Ref. [15] . Considering the limit of large scales Q 2 m 2 , this is confirmed at 3-loop order since the flavor non-singlet OMEs vanish for N = 1 due to fermion number conservation [19] and the first moment of the corresponding massless Wilson coefficient also vanishes [33] .
The unpolarized Bjorken sum rule [1] is given by [15] also contains the target mass corrections. In the asymptotic case, the effect of the heavy flavor corrections reduces to a shift of N F → N F + 1 in the massless corrections since the massive OMEs vanish for N = 1 due to fermion conservation, which holds to all orders in perturbation theory.
Conclusions
We have calculated the massive charm quark 3-loop corrections to the charged current Wilson coefficients for the structure functions F [3] and the massive OMEs were presented before in [19] as part of the present project to compute all massive 3-loop corrections to deep-inelastic scattering at high values of Q 2 . The results have a representation in terms of nested harmonic sums and harmonic polylogarithms only. The charm quark corrections in case of both structure functions amount up to ∼ 8%, depending on x and the 3-loop corrections stabilize lower order QCD results. At low values of Q 2 , effects of power corrections are still visible, which we have illustrated using recent complete 2-loop results [15] , while for Q 2 > ∼ 100 GeV 2 the asymptotic representation is valid in a rather wide range of x.
We also discussed potential contributions of the present corrections to the Adler and unpolarized Bjorken sum rules. In the former case, in accordance with the expectation, no corrections are obtained. For the Bjorken sum rule, the charm quark contributions lead to a shift of N F = 3 by one unit in the massless result. There are no heavy quark contributions due to fermion number conservation, which is expressed by a vanishing first moment of the operator matrix element in the non-singlet cases. Therefore, only the massless terms contribute now with N F → N F + 1.
The 3-loop charm quark corrections to the structure functions F W + −W − 1,2 (x, Q 2 ) will improve the analysis of the HERA charged current data and are relevant for precision measurements in deep-inelastic scattering at planned facilities like the EIC [39] , LHeC [40] and neutrino factories [41] in the future, which will reach a higher statistical and systematic precision than obtained in present experiments.
